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• In the context of the water crisis and its impact on
development goals for Sustainable development
within Africa, several sectors face several challenges
in sustainability of hydraulic infrastructure;
– Condition of the infrastructure (Leaks etc)
– Funding for capital improvement projects
– Water Scarcity and Supply
– Climate Change and drought potential
– Financial viability of water infrastructure and cost
recovery
– Government Regulations
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– Emergency planning and responsiveness
– Energy usage and cost
– Climate change and
– Utility security (physical attacks, cyber attacks) etc.
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• This paper therefore focuses on the role of ICT in enhancing
sustainability of water infrastructure. It seeks to do so through
evaluation of challenges facing their sustainability, evaluation of the
role of ICT in enhancing sustainability, evaluation of smart water
infrastructure as well as emerging markets and finally a compilation
on the role of ICT in enhancing sustainability of water infrastructure
in Africa and our role as engineers in adapting to evolving
technologies affecting consulting engineering.

ROLE OF ICT IN SUPPORTING PERFORMANCEOF
INFRASTRUCTURE
•

Through Johannesburg plan of implementation of 2002 at the World Summit on
Sustainable Development, the plan focuses on enabling environments,
technology development, transfer and diffusion, financial and tech. support,
improving efficiency and infrastructure development etc.
• The role of ICT in these responses through supporting efficiency, technology
development, transfer and diffusion and supporting infrastructure development
will be evaluated through evaluating how ICT supports
– Technical performance
– Financial performance
– Quality of management systems performance

Of hydraulic infrastructure

PERFORMANCE OF WATER INFRASTRUCTURE‐
TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE
• Technical performance is done through evaluating
performance of infrastructure components, Condition of
infrastructure and access, operations and maintenance
etc.
• Technologies in place to support technical performance of
hydraulic infrastructure is through the use of several
techniques such as
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Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) and Automated Meter Readers (AMR)
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Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) and Customer Integrated systems (used by
electrical utilities in developed world).

PERFORMANCE OF WATER INFRASTRUCTURE‐
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• Transceivers designed for submersible and non‐ submersible environment
with timed recordings to enable detection of active leaks and losses.
• Sensor interfaces used to receive and transmit data can be used to
monitor and transmit data. These solutions are battery powered to
enable use without dependency on electricity. They enable remote
monitoring of pressure data, temperatures, water levels etc.
• Acoustic monitoring sensors such as optical sound and sound waves
techniques are also used to detect and localize leaks. They are usually
activated overnight when ambience sound in low and detect flow
conditions

PERFORMANCE OF WATER INFRASTRUCTURE‐
TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE
•

Robotic hand used by maintenance crews working to repair Christchurch's extensive system of
earthquake‐damaged underground pipeline infrastructure

PERFORMANCE OF WATER INFRASTRUCTURE‐FINANCIAL
PERFORMANCE

•

Financial performance of infrastructure is evaluated through the capacity of
infrastructure to meet its CAPEX and OPEX. This is monitored through
–
–
–
–

•

the average tariff against unit operational cost of the facility
Collection ratio (revenue collected against revenue expected)
Collection period and
Operating cost coverage. (is a function of efficiency of operations, energy requirements,
chemical requirements, man power and regulatory requirements)

These can be monitored through adaptive water distribution ICT solutions with
reconfigurable topology for pressure optimization, vibrational readings of pipes
and pumps, electric and voltaic sensors for pumps, leakage management and
improved data management systems. These technologies combine ICT, cloud
technologies, sensing technologies, hydraulic modelling and model predictive
software for optimization of infrastructure
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• This is done through the use of;
– Flow meters using optical sounding, infra‐red techniques etc. to
monitor water movement through infrastructure with results on
quantity of water.
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• This is done through the use of;
– Water pressure sensors to monitor hydraulic conditions as high
pressure puts a large mechanical load on pipes accelerating
infrastructure deterioration
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• This is done through the use of;
– Vibration sensors to monitor vibrations of pipes which produce
an acoustic sound that can be analysed to enable monitoring
with high sensitivity, temporal resolution and wide frequency
range of infrastructure health. Vibration sensors can also be
used to monitor pump bearings vibrations which can be
analysed through pump efficiency lines to enable analysis and
deviation from optimal pump efficiency.
– Electricity, voltaic and power sensors can also be used to
calculate the energy input into pumps and the power outputs
from the pumps to enable operational efficiency of pumps be
monitored in real time.
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• This is done through the use of;
– Flow meters using optical sounding, infra‐red techniques etc. to monitor
water movement through infrastructure with results on quantity of water.
– Water pressure sensors to monitor hydraulic conditions as high pressure puts
a large mechanical load on pipes accelerating infrastructure deterioration
– Vibration sensors to monitor vibrations of pipes which produce an acoustic
sound that can be analysed to enable monitoring with high sensitivity,
temporal resolution and wide frequency range of infrastructure health.
Vibration sensors can also be used to monitor pump bearings vibrations
which can be analysed through pump efficiency lines to enable analysis and
deviation from optimal pump efficiency.
– Electricity, voltaic and power sensors can also be used to calculate the energy
input into pumps and the power outputs from the pumps to enable
operational efficiency of pumps be monitored in real time.
– Data management to infer the financial performance of water infrastructure
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•

Data collected is managed and processed through simulations of real time
hydraulic conditions of hydraulic infrastructure to enable efficient and alarms to
raise alert over the health of infrastructure. Financial implications of inefficiency
is calculated through establshing;
– Energy lost through inefficiencies by unit cost of electricity to determine cost
implications of poor pump efficiency
– Water lost through UFW is calculated against the unit tariff cost of water to determine
value of UFW and associated implications on financial viability of the infrastructure.
– The data collected by smart infrastructure can be manipulated through several
algorithms to provide a wide array of information such as;
•
•
•
•

Cost of inefficiency on the operational facilities of different infrastructural components
Revenue expected from the infrastructure
Cost Risks affecting sustainability of infrastructure
Carbon emissions from infrastructure particularly from pumps which can provide financial
implications of poor systems
• Operational cost coverage among others.

•

This data creates large implications for operational efficiency, timely
maintenance and sustainability of water infrastructure

PERFORMANCE OF WATER INFRASTRUCTURE‐
QUALITY OF MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

•

•

Data collected from the infrastructure is managed through data management systems and
transformed to actionable information. These systems are managed through powerful
applications delivering information that enables quick response to infrastructure issues.
Through this, management of theft can be done via raising alarms, loss of revenue can be
reduced, distribution systems can be designed and adjusted to required needs, technical
performance of infrastructure can be improved, operational efficiency improved,
monitoring of regulatory compliance a well as prevention of infrastructure tampering and
removal
Data management support for utilities such as;
–
–
–
–

Bills verification
Work logs for utilities
Case logs for clientele as is the case with Maji Voice in Kenya by the Water Services Regulatory Board
Data management on access as is the case at the Water Services trust fund with Maji Data in Kenya

CHALLENGES

• An industry challenge has been development of a
single system of data transmission from the sensors to
the system due to the spatial variation of water
infrastructure and lack of uniform distribution of a
communication network which has resulted in
variable transmission techniques. Most smart
infrastructure transmit data through combinations of
mobile phone networks, Wi‐Fi, internet and other
satellite packages.
• In some technologies, the cost is an inhibiting factorin
the uptake

SMART WATER INFRASTRUCTURE AND
EMERGING MARKETS
•

The development of ICT solutions to support economic viability of economic
assets in water, oil and gas, energy, food and agriculture among others is an
emerging concept that has been tested in regions throughout the world with
emerging markets in Africa. In the water sector, smart infrastructure can be seen
through smart water meters, smart water networks, smart irrigation, smart
water resource management and advanced water software analytics.
• However smart infrastructure has faced hurdles in implementation even in
developed countries due to poor financing in the sector. However due to strong
business cases through adaptation of smart infrastructure appeal to the private
sector and PPP’s is rising with a market potential of $46.5 Billion by 2023. As
awareness rises with 72 emerging markets across Central and Eastern Europe,
Sub Saharan Africa, Eurasia, India, Latin America, the Middle East & North Africa,
South East Asia and China, adaptation of ICT solutions in water infrastructure is
already underway

CONCLUSION
•

In conclusion to realize effective use of water resources (and other economic
assets) use of ICT is necessary. Market reduction in price of sensors, internet
growth, development of cloud technology for computer virtualization and
storage and application/ software development is supporting the use of ICT for
infrastructure sustainability. With current challenges facing the sector, the
integration of engineering fields and ICT will be integral to manage limited
economic resources effectively through development of smart infrastructure and
ICT solutions. Smart society can be realized through AFRICAN PARTNERSHIPS OF
CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
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